Greeting From UrbanBizz Shoppee !!
UrbanBizz Shoppee is one of the largest direct response telemarketing companies in India,
which operates mainly in Pan India. The company prides itself on 280+ dedicated
employees as well as committed employees such as dealers, suppliers and logistics partners,
who excel repeatedly in terms of innovative research-based product development, rapid
delivery systems, and amazing deals and above all customer satisfaction.
UrbanBizz Shoppee has a number of valuable herbal and fitness / healthcare products.
Promoters envisage the ethics of a company's operations only on the fact that a happy
customer is the most efficient advertising tool a company could ever dream of and thus the
company tests each product scientifically for every user. UrbanBizz Shoppee tries tirelessly
to adapt and to be result oriented.
Our aim is to provide safe and quality products to our customers, so that they can connect
with us in future also. We provide best and quality services to our customers. We believe in
customer satisfaction. We are still growing every day with new products and with customer
experience.
We provide high quality health care products and solutions to various health related
concerns, usually our confidence is in providing a convenient and improved shopping
experience to our customers. Our customers can count on us to provide unique products.
Our online store is growing rapidly and we are working towards upgrading.
What is Tele Shopping Business-: Teleshopping is a business where a company introduces,
displays and advertises its products via TV advertisements, TV shows and Social media
platforms.
Telenetwork Shopping Business Strategy: Telenetwork shopping provides a great unique
business opportunity where anyone can start their own franchisee / dealership /
distributorship at a very low investment.

Supply Channel

Please read the below mentioned details that will help you to get started immediately:
Here is a Quick Proposal Highlights:
1. Area of operation: The entire District / Allotted City + Any other area around.
2. Security Deposit: 1,00,000/3. A preferred opportunity to engage with all future plans of the company.
4. The second part shall act as an exclusive Dealer for distribution of products of the first part in
the area as specified.
5. That all the legal registrations under central, State or Municipal authorities required from the
Dealer to start the business in the area including all legal compliances and any other formalities
shall be completed by the second part himself and the first part shall not be anywhere
responsible for any non compliance of any law in force in the area. That all the expenses for
completing the above formalities and legal expenses in this regard shall be borne by the second
part.
6. That First part shall supply the goods to the second part on advance payment basis and no
goods shall be sent on credit.
7. The First part shall send the goods to second part on Dealer Price decided by the first part.
The First part reserves the right to fix, change, increase, decrease and amend the dealer price
after prior information to the second part.
8. The second part shall have no right to collect any extra charges/delivery charge or any other
type of handling charges other than that permitted by the first part.
12. The first part shall provide a user id and password of the company’s software to the second
part. The second part will be able to receive orders for delivery from this software.

13. The second part shall be responsible for updating delivery status on the software as soon as
the order is delivered, cancelled, returned or pending. The user id and password provided to the
second part is the property of the first part and the second part shall take all the efforts to
protect the same. The second part shall indentify the first part for any loss suffered due to
misuse of the software by second part’s user id and password.
14. The second part shall ensure that all the sales bills issued by him to the customers shall
contain the customer care number of the first part.
15. In any case the second part shall not purchase or receive by way of consideration or without
consideration, from anybody other then the first part, goods or stock same or similar to the
good marketed by the first part.
16. The first part shall inform the second part about the projected sales figure in the beginning
of every month and the second part shall make necessary arrangements to comply with the
given projection including infrastructure for delivery.
17. The second part shall ensure that stock in hand at any time during the month shall never go
below minimum 40% projected sales figure for that month.
18. The first part shall always inform the second part well in advance about any changes in the
normal business chain like stopping of orders, change in projection, change in area, new product
launch, change in company’s structure, tax implications, software changes etc.

Every product that UrbanBizz Shoppee is offering to its valued customers is designed under
the expert guidance and supervision of a team of qualified professionals before being
offered to our customers. Our products command extensive media coverage on some of the
most popular newspapers and online marketing.
UrbanBizz Shoppee is already enjoying its leadership position with a long list of partners
spread in different parts of India and the company is further planning to reach out to other
growing cities in India and across the globe too. The company has a Centralized Marketing
Support center that supports the marketing team and helps them reach out and meet the
customer requirements.
DEALER PROFIT:
• Company Will Provide 900/- Rs. for Each Delivery.
Important points for starting dealership:
• Infrastructure (showroom / office / storehouse / shop) requirement.

• No sales (marketing / promoting the business / hunting for new customers)
• All you need to do is home delivery and need to collect cash from customers on behalf of
company.
• The company is properly responsible for dispatch of stock to the address of the
distributors.
• The company has its own unique software through which orders will be sent to dealers, If
dealer requires.
Dealer Side Requirement for New Startup:
• Internet connection.
• Telephone line.
• 1 Delivery Boy.
• Min 15 to 20 days stock need to maintain for proper delivery in you location.

DISPUTES:
The parties here to shall resolve all disputes arising in connection with this agreement
amicably by mutual discussion & negotiation. In case the parties do not agree to mutually
accept settlement then dispute between the first and second part of this agreement shall be
solved by way of appointment of an arbitrator and shall be subjected to jurisdiction of
Indore in India.
MODE OF PAYMENT:
All the payments shall be made by NEFT/IMPS/ UPI/ Cash deposit in bank a/c payee/e-transfer
in favor of UrbanBizz Shoppee.

Our Bank Account Details Name

- Urbanbizz Shoppee

Account Number

- 004105501747

Bank Name

- ICICI Bank

IFSC Code

- ICIC0000041

Branch Name

Thank you

- Malav Parisar Branch Indore

